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111 reconi years many papers have appeared dealing with the non-deviative 
absorption occurring in the loM^ er D, E and regions. Not much attention, 
however, appears to liavo been paid to tho deviative absorption occurring in the 
F.J region. An attem pt has, therefore, been made in the present work to study 
tho diurnal variation of deviative absorption occurring in the F^ region by 
measuring total absorption of frequencies close to the critical frequency of the 
F.^  layer.
The total absorption of the waves has boon calculated by modified method 
of Piggot ( 1953) from the amplitude measurement of first and second reflected 
eclioes averaged over five minutes. Tho exploring frequencies were selected near 
the critical frequencies of Fg layer, so th a t they might suffer heavy deviative 
absorption in tho Fg region. Curves I, IT and I I I  in the given figure show the 
diurnal variation of observed total absorption for throe suitably spaced frequencies 
for a typical day. Curve IV shows tho diurnal variation of maximum electron 
density in tho F , layer calculated from critical frequencies. From the curves 
I, II  and I I I  it can bo seen th a t there are two maxima of total absorption having 
a dip between them a t local noon. The curves further indicate earlier decrease 
oi total absorption a t higher frequency than th a t a t lower frequency.
The total absorption of such higher frequencies is made up of two components, 
namely, the non-deviative absorption in D, E and F^ regions and deviative ab­
sorption in the Fg region. I t  has been established theoretically by Appleton 
(1953) and later showed experimentally by many investigators th a t the non- 
deviative absorption acquires its maximum value after local noon due to slug-
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gishness of theso layers. The cause of two maxima, therefore, seems to be asso- 
ciated with the doviative absorption. I t  may be mentioned th a t the two maxima 
as shown by curves I, I I  and H I  are due to lowering of total absorption at local
• a
Fig. 1. (A) Diurnal variation of total absorption on 7-1-57.
(1) Curve I for 11.5 Mo/s.
(2) Cruve II for 12.5 Mc/s.
(3) Curve III for 12.5 Mo/s.
(B) Curve IV maximum elootron density variation 
during the day. •
noon. I t  therefore seems th a t deviative absorption is decreasuig with the advance 
of the day which is further evident from the observation th a t the fall of total 
absorption at lower frequency starts a little later than  th a t a t higher frequency 
undergoing more deviative absorption. The lowering of deviative absorption 
with the advance of the day can not be explained in terms of electron limitation 
in the layer as the electron density is found practically constant throughout 
the hours of observations as can be seen from curve IV. I t  is therefore lioimludod 
th a t the lowering of deviative absorption in the Fg region with the advance of the 
day is due to therm al expansion of the layer.
The author is highly indebted to Dr. S. S. Banerjee for constant guidance 
during the progress of the work. _
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